
THE MODERN BIRD A DESCENDANT OF

The scientific question of within which larger group of animals birds evolved, has traditionally . If this is true, then modern
birds would also possess digits I-II-III. continues to assert that birds are more closely related to earlier archosaurs, such .

It is now widely held to be the ancestor of all living birds; this is a common misconception. Other
paleontologists speculate feathers first evolved to retain heat. Today, it's clear that feathers perform many
functions: they help birds retain body heat, repel water and attract a mate. Heilman's "thecodont" ancestor held
sway for most of the 19th and 20th century, or else birds were simply dismissed as originating from some
unknown reptile that didn't matter anyway. So when you see a hawk diving to snatch a dove, or an egret
darting for fish, or an ostrich dashing across the African savanna, know that you are gaining some insight into
what the extinct dinosaurs were like. A tiny well-preserved fish specimen can yield its finder the equivalent of
25 cents, enough for a hot meal. Kiwi Some researchers today do not agree that dinosaurs gave rise to birds,
and are working to falsify this theory, but so far the evidence for the theory has swamped their efforts. This
eventually allowed birds' wing joints to move in a way that creates thrust for flight. The researchers also found
that the fastest rate of change had occurred in the zebra finch and budgerigar, consistent with more rapid
speciation events in songbirds and their relatives. Indeed, paedomorphosis might underlie a number of major
transitions in evolution, perhaps even the development of mammals and humans. He used Archaeopteryx as an
example of this second stage. The wishbone, which was present in non-bird dinosaurs, became stronger and
more elaborate, and the bones of the shoulder girdle evolved to connect to the breastbone, anchoring the flight
apparatus of the forelimb. Birds, on the hand, had a much larger single patch spanning the front of the face. Its
integumentary filamentsâ€”long, thin structures protruding from its scaly skinâ€”convinced most
paleontologists that the animal was the first feathered dinosaur ever unearthed. This behaviour is seen in
numerous bird species; parent birds regurgitate food into the hatchling's mouth. Deinonychus, or "terrible
claw" after the sickle-shaped talon on each hind foot, stood about 11 feet from head to tail and was a lithe
predator. The article has been revised to reflect this. For example, while it was once believed that birds
evolved from dinosaurs in one linear progression, some scientists, most notably Gregory S. Also, birds lay
eggs like other reptiles. This process, known as paedomorphosis, is an efficient evolutionary route. By Emily
Singer June 2, Modern birds appeared to emerge in a snap of evolutionary time. A Phantom Leap In the s, an
influx of new dinosaur fossils from China revealed a feathery surprise. We'll start with the "reptilian"
similarities of birds. Stefen Chow Smithsonian Magazine Subscribe December In a pine forest in rural
northeastern China, a rugged shale slope is packed with the remains of extinct creatures from million years
ago, when this part of Liaoning province was covered with freshwater lakes. Occasionally, despite laws that
forbid trade in fossils of scientific value, less scrupulous dealers have been known to sell dinosaur fossils. This
study determined that the amount of toe claw curvature of early birds was more like that seen in modern
ground-foraging birds than in perching birds. Take a look at his TED Talk below. The supracoracoideus works
using a pulley-like system to lift the wing while the pectorals provide the powerful downstroke. A key Chinese
discovery was a primitive bird called Confuciusornis, identified by Zhou Zhonghe. Early feathers could have
served other purposes. Feathers, once thought unique to birds, must have evolved in dinosaurs long before
birds developed. The most important specimens, Zhou says, "are not discovered by scientists at the city's fossil
shops, but at the homes of the dealers or farmers who dug them. Such a vibrant pattern suggests that "feathers
first arose as agents for color display," Benton says.


